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We propose a quantum system in which the winding number of rotations of a particle around a
ring can be monitored and emerges as a physical observable. We explicitly analyze the situation
when, as a result of the monitoring of the winding number, the period of the orbital motion of the
particle is extended to n > 1 full rotations, which leads to changes in the energy spectrum and in
all observable properties. In particular, we show that in this case, the usual magnetic flux period
Φ0 = h/q of the Aharonov-Bohm effect is reduced to Φ0/n.
The properties of quantum systems depend crucially
on whether nominally different points in configuration
space are regarded as distinguishable or identical. As
a basic example, consider a free particle on an infinite
line. If points separated by a distance L are regarded to
be identical, its quantum-mechanical propagator will be
radically modified and will coincide with that of a particle
on a ring of circumference L [1]. Typically, the question
of the indistinguishability of different points appears for
angular variables, e.g., the phase of the electromagnetic
field in quantum optics [2–4], the phase difference of su-
perfluid condensates in the Josephson effect [5–9], or the
rotation angle φ in real space. Considering for simplicity
a planar rotation of one point particle, or a planar rotor,
it seems natural that the states that correspond to the
angles φ and φ+ 2pi which differ by one full rotation are
identical. The resulting 2pi-periodicity of the real-space
rotations of a planar rotor manifests itself in a variety of
properties of many physical systems, in particular, in the
Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect with period h/q for particles
of charge q, like Cooper pairs in superconducting rings
[10, 11] or electrons in normal metal rings [12–14].
Although the indistinguishability of states that differ
by one full rotation in real space is typical, it is not abso-
lute: in principle, the process of rotation can be observed,
making angular states that differ by 2pi distinguishable.
Such an observation will alter the quantum properties of
the rotating system, which depend crucially on the pe-
riodicity of φ. In this work, we propose and analyze a
system, where such an observation-induced change of pe-
riodicity of the rotation angle φ can be realized, and will
manifest itself, among other features, in a change of the
periodicity of the AB effect and in different temperature
dependence of the heat capacity and other thermody-
namic properties.
The system we consider consists of two one-
dimensional loops of length L1 and L2, see Fig. 1. The
first loop encloses a magnetic flux Φ and contains N1
identical particles of mass m1 and charge q separated by
an average distance L1/N1 ≡ a. The N2 particles in the
second loop are also identical, with mass m2, charge q
′,
and average distance L2/N2 ≡ b. We assume that all the
particles are either spin-polarized or spinless, and do not
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FIG. 1: Schematic of the system: two one-dimensional loops
carrying Wigner molecules with average interparticle dis-
tances a and b that are approximately integer multiples of
each other, b ≈ na; in the diagram, n = 2. The two loops are
separated by a distance d that fulfills the condition d  ξ,
where ξ is the length of the interaction region. The first loop
is threaded by a magnetic flux Φ, while the second plays the
role of a counter of the number of rotations in the first.
have internal degrees of freedom.
The idea is to study the quantum properties of the
first loop in the regime when the second loop acts effec-
tively as a detector counting the number of rotations per-
formed by the particles in the first loop. This is achieved
by assuming a strong Coulomb repulsion such that the
particles in each loop form Wigner molecules (see, e.g.,
[15–17] and references therein). If the loops are suffi-
ciently close to each other, the two Wigner molecules
can be strongly coupled, as is known from studies of
one-dimensional Coulomb drag [18–20]. The coupling is
strongest if the particle densities in the two loops are ap-
proximately integer multiples of each other, b/a ≈ n, see
Fig. 1 which qualitatively depicts the case n = 2. In gen-
eral, a strong coupling between Wigner molecules allows
to count the number of rotations of the first molecule in
different ways, depending on the precise dynamics of the
second one. In the regime of interest in this work, when
n > 1, and the second molecule is confined to a loop, the
number of rotations is counted modulo n.
The AB effect provides the most direct manifestation
of the periodicity properties of quantum dynamics. We
start our analysis with a summary of this effect in one
isolated loop. For strong Coulomb repulsion in the 1D
setting, direct exchanges of particles are suppressed mak-
ing the dynamics independent of the particle exchange
statistics. It is therefore convenient to express the loop
Hamiltonian in first-quantized notation in terms of the
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2particle coordinates xj along the loop, and the corre-
sponding momenta pj , j = 1, . . . , N :
H0 =
1
2m
N∑
j=1
(pj − qA)2 + 1
2
N∑
i,j=1
U(xi, xj) . (1)
Here, U ' q2/(4piεε0r) is the Coulomb repulsion ex-
pressed in terms of xj , and A is the vector potential,
which can be taken as a constant directly related to the
AB flux Φ through the loop, A = Φ/L. Depending on the
geometry of the loop, U can be a function of the two co-
ordinates xj separately and not just of their difference.
The results of this work do not depend on the precise
form of the potential U , and are insensitive to deviations
of the interaction potential in the real structure from the
ideal Coulomb repulsion in a uniform medium.
We first assume that the loop is a circle. Then, by
symmetry, U(xi, xj) = U(xi − xj). For strong repulsion
a εε0h2/(mq2) , (2)
where h is Planck’s constant, the particles form a uni-
form Wigner molecule with equally-spaced equilibrium
positions, xj = ja. Defining the small deviations uj =
xj − ja, we can, as usual, expand the potential U to
quadratic order in uj . The Hamiltonian (1) diagonal-
izes then in the Fourier coordinates ql and the conjugate
momenta pl,
ql =
1
N
N∑
j=1
uje
i2pijl/N , pl =
N∑
j=1
pje
−i2pijl/N , (3)
l = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, and takes the form:
H0 =
1
2mN
(p0 −NqA)2 (4)
+
N−1∑
l=1
[plpN−l
2mN
+NqlqN−l
∑
j
U ′′(aj) sin2
(pilj
N
)]
.(5)
The second term (5) in this Hamiltonian describes
N − 1 normal modes of the Wigner molecule. An es-
timate of their frequencies ωl shows that the condition
(2) of strong interaction ensures that their energies h¯ωl
are much larger that the energies i of the center-of-mass
(c.m.) motion of the Wigner molecule described by the
first term (4). Thus, there exists a low-energy regime,
when all normal modes are in the ground state, and the
Hamiltonian H0 reduces to the kinetic energy (4) of one
particle of mass Nm and charge Nq. The energies i of
this particle depend on the periodicity of the c.m. coor-
dinate y0. To determine the periodicity, note that a shift
of the Wigner molecule by a produces a particle configu-
ration which can also be obtained by successive pairwise
exchanges of one of the particles of the molecule with the
other N − 1 particles. This means that the wavefunction
ψ(y0) of the c.m. motion satisfies the condition
ψ(y0 + a) = ψ(y0)e
ipiν(N−1) , (6)
where ν is the exchange statistics parameter of the parti-
cles in the loop, i.e., ν = 0 for bosons, ν = 1 for fermions,
and a fractional ν for abelian anyons, which in principle
can be controlled in the way discussed above in antidot
structures in the fractional quantum Hall regime [21–23].
Equation (6) shows that the c.m. coordinate effectively
rotates as one particle on a circle with circumference a,
with one full rotation corresponding to the one-period
shift of the Wigner molecule. It also shows that the par-
ticle statistics affects only the phase, and not the ampli-
tude or the period Φ0 of the AB oscillations. Indeed, a
gauge transformation changing the quasiperiodic bound-
ary condition (6) into a periodic one ψ(y0 + a) = ψ(y0),
changes only the vector potential in the Hamiltonian H0
(4) by adding the term −Φ0ν(N − 1)/2, where Φ0 = h/q
is the flux quantum for particles with charge q, to the
flux Φ = AL through the loop. Then, the energies i and
the persistent current I at low temperatures are
i =
Nh2
2mL2
(i− ϕ)2, ϕ ≡ Φ
Φ0
− ν(N − 1)
2
, (7)
I =
Nqh
mL2
∑
i
wi(i− ϕ) , (8)
where wi = e
−i/T /Z are the equilibrium Boltzmann
probabilities. In term of the modified dimensionless flux
ϕ, these expressions are independent of the statistics pa-
rameter ν. For fermions, both the zero-temperature mag-
nitude of the current I (8), and the dependence of the
phase of its oscillations on the parity of the number of
particles N [24], coincide with the case of non-interacting
particles.
Note that Eqs. (7) and (8) remain valid for non-circular
loops and in the presence of smooth disorder which does
not pin down the Wigner molecule. In this non-ideal case,
the particles are no longer uniformly spaced. This affects
the spectrum of the normal modes of the molecule, but
not the properties of the c.m. motion. Indeed, shifting
the non-uniform molecule, xj → xj+1, still changes the
c.m. coordinate y0 by a = L/N , since N equivalent shifts
clearly change y0 by L, leaving the boundary condition
(6) unchanged.
We now turn to the main focus of this work, viz., the
properties of the AB oscillations for two coupled loops
(Fig. 1). We consider the low-energy regime, when each
loop acts as one particle that represents the c.m. motion.
With the c.m. coordinates for the two loops denoted as
x and y, the Hamiltonian H reads
H0 =
(px −N1qA)2
2M1
+
(py −N2q′A′)2
2M2
+ V (x− y) , (9)
where Mj = mjNj is the mass of the jth Wigner
molecule, j = 1, 2; the potential V describes the interac-
tion between the two loops, and we have added an AB
flux Φ′ = L2A′ through the second loop. Here and below
we assume that the statistical contributions have already
3been included appropriately into the fluxes, as in Eq. (7),
for both loops. For a sufficiently long and uniform inter-
action region, the potential V depends only on the differ-
ence of the c.m. coordinates. A shift of either of the two
molecules by one particle returns the system to the same
configuration, implying that V is periodic with period a.
Since the system wavefunctions should have the period
a in x and b = na in y, there are n inequivalent minima
of V . For the Coulomb interaction, and assuming that
the length ξ of the interaction region and the distance d
between the loops satisfy the condition ξ  d ≥ a, this
potential can be estimated as
V (x− y) = V1 cos
[2pi(x− y)
a
]
, V1 ' ξqq
′e−2pid/a
2pinaεε0
√
ad
.
Qualitatively, the basic physics of this model is that
the large potential V imposes the constraint x = y (up
to some constant) by suppressing tunneling between its
n inequivalent minima. The second loop acts then as a
detector counting the number of rotations in the first loop
modulo n, thus making the states of the first loop that
differ by less than n full rotations inequivalent. Thus,
the periodicity of the c.m. coordinate x increases from a
to b = na, changing the energy spectrum, and reducing
the period of the AB oscillations from Φ0 to Φ0/n.
To study the transition between the two periods quan-
titatively, we note that in relative and c.m. coordinates,
r = x − y, R = (xM1 + yM2)/MΣ, where MΣ ≡
M1 + M2, and the corresponding conjugate momenta,
p = (pxM2 − pyM1)/MΣ, P = px + py, Eq. (9) separates
into two independent terms, H0 = HR +Hr:
HR =
1
2MΣ
(
P −N1qA−N2q′A′
)2
,
Hr =
1
2µ
(
p− M2
MΣ
N1qA+
M1
MΣ
N2q
′A′
)2
+ V (r) ,
where µ = M1M2/MΣ is the reduced mass. In terms
of the plane-wave solutions for HR, and the Bloch func-
tions us,k(r), where us,k(r + a) = us,k(r), for V (r), the
stationary states of H0 can be written as
ψ = ei(κR+kr)us,k(r) , (10)
where the wavevectors κ, k are determined by the bound-
ary conditions which depend in general on the AB phases.
These conditions are more conveniently stated in the c.m.
variables x, y, and read, once the statistical contribution
is included in the fluxes (cf. the single-loop case):
ψ(x, y) = ψ(x+ a, y) = ψ(x, y + na) .
Imposing these conditions on ψ (10) we find the wavevec-
tors κ, k in terms of the wavevectors for x and y:
κ = 2pi(ny + nnx)/na ≡ 2pii/na ,
k =
2pi
naMΣ
(M2nnx −M1ny) = 2pinx
a
− 2piM1i
naMΣ
,
with integer nx, ny. The eigenenergies of H0 can then
be expressed in terms of the energy bands s(k) in the
periodic potential V (r):
(i, s) =
h2
2MΣa2n2
(i− ϕ′ − nϕ)2 (11)
+ s
( 2pi
anMΣ
[
M2nϕ+M1(i− ϕ′)
])
,
where ϕ and ϕ′ are the fluxes through the two loops
normalized to the corresponding flux quanta [cf. Eq. (7)],
and we took into account that the energy bands s(k) are
periodic in k with period 2pi/a.
Equation (11) describes the transition between the
two periods of the energy spectrum of the system in
the magnetic flux Φ = Φ0ϕ through the first loop.
For vanishing coupling potential V , the energy bands
are given by the dispersion relation of a free particle,
s(k) → (hk/2pi)2/2µ, and Eq. (11) reduces to the sum
of the energies of two independent loops,
(nx, ny) =
h2
2M1a2
(nx − ϕ)2 + h
2
2M2n2a2
(ny − ϕ′)2 ,
leading to the standard period Φ0 of the AB oscillations
in flux Φ. The periodicity in the flux Φ′ through the sec-
ond loop as described by Eq. (11), is given by the flux
quantum Φ′0 of that loop regardless of V , consistent with
our qualitative picture that the loop coupling does not
change the periodicity of the quantum dynamics of the
loop with the larger period. The periodicity in Φ, how-
ever, changes if the loops are strongly coupled, roughly
when V12a
2µ/h2 >∼ 1. In this case, the energy bands
become flat, s(k) = const, and the energy of the sys-
tem reduces to the first term in Eq. (11). A change of
ϕ by ±1/n in this term can be compensated by chang-
ing i by ±1, restoring the energy spectrum (i, s) to the
initial form, while smaller changes of ϕ modify the spec-
trum. Thus, the period of the spectrum (i, s) in the flux
Φ, and the resulting period of the AB oscillations of the
persistent current I is Φ0/n. Below, we take Φ
′ = 0.
Figure 2 shows the persistent current I in the
first loop calculated using Eq. (11) as I =
−∑i,s w(i, s)∂(i, s)/∂Φ, where w(i, s) are the Boltz-
mann probabilities. The plot illustrates the change of the
AB oscillation period from Φ0 in the uncoupled regime,
to Φ0/n in the strongly-coupled regime, with increasing
coupling strength. In the strongly-coupled case, the two
Wigner molecules move together in a “phase-locked” way.
For the mass ratio M2/M1 = 0.1 chosen in Fig. 2, the
strong coupling does not change the mass of the moving
object, M1 ' MΣ, and all changes of the current, the
period and the amplitude, are related to the change in
periodicity of the first loop from a to na. Such a change
of the period implies not only the reduction of the flux
period by the factor 1/n, but also a similar reduction of
the current amplitude, see Eq. (11) and Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2: Persistent currents for n = 3 as a function of flux
for different values of the dimensionless interloop coupling
V12a
2µ/h2, temperature kBT = 0.02h
2/(2a2MΣ), and mass
ratio M2/M1 = 0.1. The flux period of the current changes
from Φ0 for weak coupling to Φ0/3 in the strong-coupling
limit.
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FIG. 3: Heat capacity in units of kB for different values of the
dimensionless interloop coupling (see the caption of Fig. 2).
The temperature is measured in units of h2/(kB2a
2MΣ).
The change of the spectrum described above has con-
sequences for all observable properties. As an exam-
ple, Fig. 3 shows the temperature dependence of the
heat capacity for Φ = 0. For the parameters used in
the plots, n = 3 and M2/M1 = 0.1, the energy gaps
in the spectrum of the two loops are nearly the same,
∆1 = h
2/2M1a
2 ' ∆2 = h2/(2M2a2n2), and without
coupling, one gets the heat capacity C of two nearly
identical 1D quantum rotators. For each rotator, C ap-
proaches kB/2 at large temperatures, and reaches a max-
imum of C ∼ 0.77kB at T ' 0.38∆, see Fig. 3. At
strong interloop coupling and low temperatures, the sys-
tem turns effectively into one quantum rotator with a
different period of rotation, and a different energy gap
∆ = h2/(2MΣa
2n2). Correspondingly, the heat capac-
ity approaches the behavior of a 1D quantum rotator as
shown in Fig. 3.
The discussion above assumed an integer ratio of the
periods of the two Wigner molecules, b = na with integer
n. However, the main conclusion of our work on the AB
period remains valid for b = (n+ δ)a, with finite |δ|  1.
The proof of this statement consists of two steps. First,
in the regime of strong interloop interaction V , the finite
compression force ∂U/∂a in the Wigner molecules implies
that for sufficiently small δ, the two molecules will be
compressed/expanded appropriately to make the relation
between the periods precise in the interaction region. The
interaction between the molecules will thus have the same
qualitative features as in the ideal case: n inequivalent
minima of the periodic interaction potential. The second
step of the proof relies on a geometric argument. Since
even for the deformed molecules, as was argued above,
the periodicities of their c.m. motion are given by a and
b, the configuration space of the coupled loops is a torus
with circumferences a and b. Geometrically, the precise
reduction of the AB period by a factor 1/n in the ideal
case δ = 0 is a consequence of the fact that the trajectory
following the minimum of the coupling potential V makes
n turns around the y-axis of the torus, and thus encircles
the flux Φ in the first loop n times. As follows from
the first step, this feature of the potential minimum, and
with it, the 1/n reduction of the AB period, remain valid
even for δ 6= 0, when the ratio of the two circumferences
is not precisely integer.
The effects proposed here can in principle be observed
in a variety of physical systems. One possibility is meso-
scopic electronic structures which are sufficiently clean
such that the Wigner-molecule physics used in our discus-
sion is realized. Another possibility is arrays of Josephson
junctions in the regime of individual Cooper-pair trans-
port [25–29]. Finally, arrays of trapped ions could also
be used: translationally invariant ring-shaped ion traps
with many ions have been experimentally realized [30–
32], and signatures of the AB effect in the ion dynamics
have already been observed [33].
To conclude, we have described a scenario in which
the winding number of real-space rotations of a particle
around a ring becomes a physical observable. The modi-
fied energy spectrum that results from the emergence of
this observable leads to changes in the low-temperature
behavior of quantities like the heat capacity and to a
reduction in the Aharonov-Bohm period. An experimen-
tal realization of these effects will shed new light on the
question of the indistinguishability of quantum states in
interacting systems.
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